Multiple well organized windows on
your desktop getting you geared up for
multitasking
ViewSplit

10 predefined templates & screen division of up to 6 task windows
6 customizable layout can be saved
Windows swap & auto-fit region
Last layout memory

ViewSplit is software designed to increase efficiency and boost productivity on ViewSonic ViewBoards. It
allows users to place task windows into predefined organizational templates or into their own customized
layouts. Task windows are displayed according to a user’s preferences and allow users to analyse multiple
pieces of information at once without needing to make any additional adjustments. ViewSplit features
Windows Swap and Auto-Fit Region, which allows users to prioritized task windows and conveniently
position them for easy access. The Last Layout Memory feature allows users to access their previous
templates quickly and effortlessly. ViewSplit is the ideal software solution for efficient organization of multiple
desktop windows.

Combining ViewBoard and ViewSplit to power
dynamic group discussions

The ViewBoard digital whiteboard features an interactive touch display with annotation software for
presentations that can be combined with ViewSonic ‘s exclusive ViewSplit software.
When ViewBoard and ViewSplit are used together, users have the ability to split the large screen into as
many as 6 different task windows, allowing multiple users to interact with content and collaborate on the
screen simultaneously by using either their finger or a stylus for a more multifaceted group discussion
dynamic.
A simple two-finger hot key “Floating Pen” provides instant on-screen writing and easy access to the
“Google Drive Save”.

6 customizable layout can be saved
Users can create their own customized layout to fit their preferences. Up to 6 customizable layouts can be
saved in total.

Windows swap & auto-fit region
The software comes equipped with windows swap, which is a handy tool for prioritizing and moving task
windows for easy access. The auto-fit region allows users to simply drag and drop windows into place
without needing to make any additional adjustments.

Last layout memory
The last layout memory lets users to access their previous templates quickly and effortlessly the next time
they use ViewSplit.

Technical Specifications
ViewSonic® Limited Warranty
ViewSonic provides customers with the security of a manufacturers warranty against defected products. The
type and duration of the applicable warranty service varies by product type, country of purchase and can
also vary on an individual basis according to customer requirements agreed at time of purchase. The
warranty will expire after the end of the warranty period.
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